The most of your cabin during your jet’s downtime.

The Capability-Rich Path to Venue™

A technology update is one of the quickest ways to add more in-flight pleasure to your Falcon aircraft. And if you have an upcoming 8C aircraft check or scheduled downtime for mandated equipment installation, now is the most opportune time to outfit your cabin with the powerful capabilities of our Venue™ cabin management system. Venue equips your cabin with the same features you’ll find in the latest-production aircraft.
Gorgeous new views

Enjoy the inviting visual and interactive difference in your cabin whenever you’re on board. Venue’s new world of scalable, customizable choices puts beautiful displays and ways to engage right at your fingertips.

**Advanced displays** – Throughout your cabin, from seating to bulkhead to galley, Venue high-definition displays visually add sophistication to your interior. Optional touchscreen capability lets you select entertainment and change settings with all the familiarity and ease of your favorite electronic device.

**HDMI input panels** – High-definition multimedia interface (HDMI) capability gives you a sharp, clear, 1080p view. And with Venue, those views can include your favorite entertainment from sources you bring on board. Venue will distribute content from Apple TV®, PlayStation®, Xbox® and more to any bulkhead or in-seat display.

**Airshow® ASXi Broadcast and Airshow® Mobile** – ASXi Broadcast offers a pleasurable way to follow your flight, explore destinations and more. With our Airshow Mobile application, you can take Airshow features with you around the cabin on your iOS or Android™ devices.

**AVOD** – Watch your own library of unencrypted movies and videos on the cabin’s bulkhead monitor, at your seat or even streamed wirelessly to your DNLA-certified tablet. Other passengers can also watch and enjoy your video library, at their leisure, on their personal displays or with a DNLA app on their smartphones and tablets.

**Stage™ on demand (optional)** – Add to your cabin’s entertainment capabilities with over 1,100 movies and TV shows from Hollywood and independent distributors. Plus, you can enjoy business, news, weather and sports feeds, along with gaming and destination information. All available for streaming to your personal device.

**Blu-ray™ Disc player (optional)** – Enjoy the latest blockbusters by upgrading your existing DVD player to a dual Blu-ray Disc player.

**High-definition cameras (optional)** – Venue provides the platform to view the exterior of your aircraft through high-definition cameras.

Strong connections

Venue simplifies connectivity to and from your cabin, so you can stay in touch in the ways that matter most. Its software smoothly interfaces with connectivity solutions such as our ARINCDirect™ services and Inmarsat’s broadband-speed Jet ConneX.

In flight, Venue also simplifies your internet connection and your ability to control internet usage.
More ways to take command

Optional wireless and wired control capabilities make each user the pilot of their Venue experience.

*Venue Cabin Remote* – This downloadable application transforms any iOS or Android personal device into your own command center for the many features of the Venue system.

*In-seat touchscreen switch panel* – Comprehensive cabin and entertainment controls at your seat incorporate state-of-the-art technology.

*High-definition touchscreen monitors for passengers and crew* – In-seat and galley touchscreens provide a refined and familiar way to manage Venue's entertainment, system diagnostics and environment capabilities.

A bigger wow for less

To make equipping your cabin with Venue even easier, we've designed an upgrade path. It enables advanced capability with no woodwork modifications or replacement of your FCMS-1's original components. It makes for a beautiful fit in your aircraft without adding extra weight or power requirements.

When performed during your aircraft’s 8C check, upgrading to Venue will take advantage of several cost savings. You won’t be adding incremental hangar time. Plus, you’ll eliminate the opportunity costs associated with taking your aircraft out of service for an upgrade alone.

Innovation with range

Flying in more than 1,000 cabins, Venue is the most widely fielded high-definition cabin management system. It’s one that we will continue to invest in and support. With Venue, your Falcon cabin will have a software and hardware backbone designed to readily integrate exciting new consumer technologies as they become available. You can enjoy Venue’s pleasures for years to come, along with the satisfaction of increasing your Falcon’s resale value.

[rockwellcollins.com/venue/fcms1](http://rockwellcollins.com/venue/fcms1)
Building trust every day.

Rockwell Collins delivers innovative aviation and high-integrity solutions that transform commercial and government customers’ futures worldwide. Backed by a global network of service and support, we are deeply committed to putting our solutions to work for you, whenever and wherever you need us. In this way, working together, we build trust. Every day.
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